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REPORT OF THE 
GAME, FORESTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION 
1950 
Introductions 
The following report and statistical addendum is prepared for the information 
of any group or individual interested in the efforts of the Game Commission to 
realize the most productive results possible from the practical investment·of the 
income derived from the sale of hunting and fishing permits~ This investment, 
made by' the Commission in proven game and fish management methods~ is annually 
showing increased interest returns in the form of additional outdoor recreation 
of all types for an ever growing population of "Outdoor l\ebraskana 0 • 
Department Organization: 
The State of Nebraska is fortunate in having a non-political Game Depart:rrent 
under the administration of seven Comniissioners. These seven men are appointed 
by the Governor for a five-year term each; the terms being so staggered that no 
more than two new Connnissioners are appointed in any one year. No more than four 
Commissioners may be of the same political party, and no Commissioner may succeed 
himself by immediate reappointment. Commissioners receive no salary for their 
services, but do receive actual expense and per diem while attending meetings of 
the Commission. Meetings are held in the Commission offices on the ninth floor 
of the State Capitol Building at Lincoln every four to six weeks. 
The Commission is the Department's official body responsible by law for the 
over-all administration and general policy, including the checking of progress 
reports and records at each meeting, along with the additional planning of new 
projects. Such plans and policies are then the responsibility of the Commission's 
Executive Secretary to place in effect through the following departmental admin-
istrative divisionst 
(A br~aRdown of Commissioners and districts is given in the addendum at the close 
of this report.) 
The Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commission is so organized that 
th~ . Depsrtment is self-sustaining without tax appropriations except for State 
Park purposes. Sources of income to the Department are as followt3: 
1. Permit sales -- hunting, fishing, trapping, game farmers, beaver, 
deer, commercial seining • 
2. Land rentals and crop returns. 
3. Federal-aid money from Pittw2n-Robertson and Dingell-Johnson 
projects. 
4. Concessions from boat and cabin rentals~ 
5. Sale of rough fish (carp and buffalo). 
6. Gun sale and other confiscated material. 
7. Liquidated damages as assessed by court. 
s. Tax appropriation for State Parks only. 
A perspective of the increased enthusiasm for hunting and fishing may be 
gained from an analysis of Departmental income the past few years. 
DEPJ~B-J1MENT.AL CASH IN.Q9~ 
Year Total rermit Sales Federal Aid Cash.from Parks 
1940 $ 236}794G33 $ 225$846012 $ 6,513~74 $ 4,434,,47 
1941 275~178055 244,364.33 24,594.,,43 6,219079 
1942 298j694c.94 2541588064 38;542013 5,564017 
1943 258t489s09 230!.742029 21.~30? _.,90 6,4381)90 
1944 319,644065 308')J.34:.76 4,, l+ll+ -~ 22 7,0951';67 
1945 3791757~67 365~0451)90 6~562~88 8,148e89 
1946 57lu783~97 553~l119 _,64 Bs-131,76 10,532('57 
1947 459~065.98 421,969(124 24;836.,09 12;.260.65 
1948 650,621.87 501,366('i98 133;399,,55 15,855.34 
1949 757,902.42 480, 96.4 .. 18 260,796.04 16,lli-2.20 
1950 774,076.04 652,733.54 104,558.78 16,783.72. 
This tabulation of income is likewise a graphic picture of the Commission's 
success in its program to sell "Outdoor Nebraska", to the people of the midwest, 
as well as the Commission's.success in providing enough hunting and fishing to 
make such sport interesting each succeeding year. 
Department Personnei: 
As of the last payroll in 1950, the Commission listed 126 full-time employees 
with a total wage payment of $28,707.6~. These individuals fall into the follow-
ing classifications: 
Executive Secretary 
Supervisors 
Legal Cou.'1sel 
Superintendents 
Foremen 
Skilled I.a bor 
Apprentice labor 
Conservation Officers 
Project leaders 
Senior Specialists 
Junior Specialists 
stenographic Assistants 
Number 
( 1) 
( 5) 
( 1) 
(12) 
(16) 
(11) 
(35) 
(23) 
( 3) 
( 3) 
( 3) 
(13) 
Monthly Salary Range 
$416(l66 
350~00 
350000 
290.:iOO 
250:100 
225~00 
180~00 - 200000 
180000 - 275.00 
300.00 
290.00 
250.,00 
125.00 - 225.00 
Depart~~nt personnel laTe carefully screened especially in the upper classi-
fications and all individuals are encouraged to achieve tenure with a policy of 
promoting from the ranks whenever possible. 
The Commission and the State have no pension system for the Departnent 1s 
employees and at present no one in the Department is under the Social Security 
Act. 
Vehicles and Equipment: 
The Commission owns in the name of the State of Nebraska, forty-two (42) 
cars, seventy-one (71) trucks, twenty (20) tractors, a six-inch gravel pump, 
an inboard patrol boat, an inboard work boat: an aeroplane and nuioorous small 
row boats. This vehicular equipment and all miscellaneous equipment is carried 
on a perpetual inventory system in the Commission's office, as well as its 
field stations. 
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properties (Real Estate)1 
The Commission owns, operates and maintains the following areass 
35 lakes and recreation grounds 
6 State fish hatcheries 
4 public shooting grounds 
4 big game refuges and shooting grounds 
3 bird refuges 
7 State par-ks 
In addition to the above, the Commission has ninety-nine year leases on · 
sixteen (16) recreation areas on Tri-County reservoirs, and is at present making 
leases for approximately twelve (12) m:-eas on. new impoundmentse These with other 
leased areas and statutory refuges makes approximately one hundred large areas 
over the State the management responsibility of the Commission. 
COMMISSION ACTIVITIES 
THEIR 1950 COSI'S AND PRODUCTION FIGURES 
Commission: 
luring the past calendar year, the Game, Forestation and Parks Commission 
held nine (9) official meetings in their offices in the State Capitol at Lincoln, 
in addition to some individual committee inspection trips. The total Department 
expense of the Commission itself for 1950 was $3~120062. 
Office: 
In addition to each supervisor and his stenographic assistant, the office 
division is composed of four accounting clerks~ and three clerks whose activities 
include the vouchering of bills which last year amounted to a total of $7861641.06 
in expenditureso This division also is responsible for the issuance of permit 
books of all types to its approximately 1100 accounts~ Included in the total 
expenditure of $31,435 0 82 for this division is the Executive Secretary's salary 
and all mailing costs for the Department~ (For a breakdown of permit sales by 
counties, see addendum at the close of this report.) 
Education and Informations 
This division is composed of a superintendent of publicity, public relations 
and exhibits, a legal counsel, who not only manages the Department's land purchases, 
leases and claims, but als~ participates in considerable public· relation work, an 
artist or exhibit preparator in this division who is responsible for all art work 
used in the Department maps and publications, as well as the actual painting and 
arrangements of all exhibits of various kinds. This division was maintained in 
1950 by the Commission at a total cost of $291740.92; for the purpose of attempt-
ing to educate the people of Nebraska in sound conservation management and adequate 
management of wildlife~ By developing an interest and appreciation of our State•s 
natural resources in the p~blic mind, the Commission hopes to achieve a positive 
method of protecting, conserving but still enjoying our present wildlife resources. 
This division uses the following methods in telling Nebraska's wildlife and 
recreational story to the public: 
1. Publications 
a. Outdoor Nebraska magazine published quarterly on Nebraska by 
Nebraskans, forty-eight (48) pages each issue. Subscription 
ra·tes are 50¢ for one year, $1i.;00 for two years or $2-:iOO for 
five years. (One issue sent to each school and library with-
out charge~) 
b. Outdoor Nebraska maps in full color (free distribution). 
c. Wildlife Management Notes (free distribution). 
d'• Trapper's Guide (free distribution). 
e. Laws and Regulations (free distribution). 
f. State Park Guide (free distribution). 
g~ Farmer-Hunter Cooperation (free distribution). 
2. Press Releases 
Each week every daily and weekly newspaper and all radio 
stations in Nebraska receive a news and wildlife story from this 
Department, including the special coverage of such activities as 
the deer season, etc • 
.3. Film Services 
This service is a part of the activities of this division 
which has available the following films for free distribution 
to individuals or clubs. 
a. Prairie Wings 
b. _Making of a Shooter 
c. Trigger Happy Harry 
d. Steady Now 
Two or three new films are expected to be available within 
the next month or two. · 
4. Public Programs 
Various Commission personnel are prepared to give lectures, 
demonstrations and elide talks to adult and youth groups upon 
request and without charge. Approximately 500 such programs have 
been presented during the past year. 
5. Public Exhibits 
The Omaha Sports Show and the State Fair exhibits are the 
largest presentations in this category with small presentations 
for window exhibits 9r county fairs. 
6. Film Library 
This division is working up a photograph collection ot 
pictures of Nebraska and Department activities which are avail-
able for public use. 
7. Radio Programs 
This division is charged with all radio programs. The 
Commission's "Outdoor Nebraska" radio program is carried without 
charge for radio time as a public service feature by thirteen (13) 
stations in Nebraska and one ( l) in Kansas. A Lincoln station 
makes the original program and the thirteen (13) duplicates and 
expresses each to the individual stations 0 Cost of cutting the 
original and duplicates, including express charges, in 1950 was 
$21 522.60 for fifty-two (52) weekly programs or 728 individual 
radio station prograw~. (For a list of stations and the time each 
carries the Game Commission program, see addendum at the close or 
this report.) 
Game Law Enforcements 
The Commission's game law enforcement division is composed of one supervisor 
and twenty-three (23) district wardens. (For names and district assignments, see 
addendum at close of this report.) These officers are charged with the sensible 
enforcement of the game code but are, at the same time, schooled in public re-
lations by which they attempt to avoid the need for arresting by assisting 
hunters and fishermen in the field to understand the benefits to be derived 
from conscientious attention to the game code and the sportsmen's code of 
ethics. The officers' attitudes are directed toward positive game management 
activity rather than negative arresting activities, assisting the youth and 
unfamiliar adults, arresting the intentional offender. Proof of the game law 
enforcement divisions positive attitude in arresting only those so deserving is 
reflected in the fact that of 455 persons arrested in 1950, only seven (7) were 
found not guilty. A batting average of 98~5%. 
These arrests resulted in total fines of $6,415.00 which went to the local 
oounty school funds, $1,657.00 total costs and assigned to the uounty courts and 
$3,120.00 li~dated damages to the State Game Commission. The Commission realized 
$2,406.50 from the State auction sale of 84 illegally used guns. Conservation 
officers in 1950 patrolled a total of ·893~258 miles, checked 45,082 fishermen, 
23,514 hunters anu 2!140 trappers. It is further interesting to note that 24% 
of the game law violat:1a:te were for taking game out of season!" and further that 
only 16% of the total cases of arrest and conviction involved gun confiscation. 
It is evident that posit:i.ve law enfo't'cement coordir..ated with sound public 
relations pays dividend3o In spite of the fact that this division has been con-
tinually improving its efficiency, the nu:mbe:r of arres·Cis has been dropping from 
1948 with 602 arrests through 1949 with 480 arrests to 1950 with 455 arrests. 
Fisheries Administrations 
The fisheries division of the CoIIlLilission is composed of a supervisor, four 
large fish hatcheries lccated at Gretna.\! !'!l:rks (or Rock Creek), Valentine, 
North Platte and a Sllbs-t.ation st Ben~rn:~.r-.:a~1:• a seining cr8w headquarters at 
North Platte and fisherie:3 ~cesearch headqunrters at LincoJ.n. 
It is of interest to note f1·om detailed production records of this division 
that the total number of fish stocked in 1950 ls not equal to past records. The 
record for large fish 1Jto:!~md i 3 cofi!li tely brokenu This is in accord with the 
Commission policy of tryi.ng to yj'od1:.ce ond stock more legal size or catchable 
fish, rather than large quantities of very sIP..all fish with little chance of sur-
vival. For example, in 1949 the Cormnission stocked 4~142 1 000 fish--273,000 of 
which were adult fish~ In 1950 only 2j089,900 fish were stocked but 438,000 
were adult fish. 'Ihe over--all total stocking for 1950 was cut more than antici-
pated by a very poor ca-c,fiah hatch and a greatly reduced take by the seining 
crew, due to lack of spaw::nng in irrigation canals which usually produce a o.on-
siderable number of fingerling catfish and crappies. 
The salvage crew located at North Platte is assigned the rugged work of 
seining under the ice for rough fish; such as, carp, buffalo, and quillback, 
detrimental to lakes and reservoirs. In the spring this crew removes game fish 
from over-populated under-fished lakes for stocklng over the f'tate in more 
heavily fished lakes and for stocking for kids~ fishi.ng contests, particularly 
in eastern lakes~ In the summer the salvaging ot fish from drying ponds and 
trapped flood waters is an all-important jobo Pt·oduction records of this crew 
show th~t they removed a total of 163i025 pounds of rough fish, which is nearly 
53~000 pounds more than in 1949~ Of this total, 35)190 pounds were stocked at 
public request in small "carp lakes", and 97 ?115 pounds were sold with a cash 
return of $3,642026 to the Departmento In addition5 this crew seined 67 lakes, 
recovered one body from a drmming~ obtained e:r.:h:;_bi t fish for the State Fair 
and provided bullheads for 63 kids 1 fishing contests. Total cost of this crew 
in 1950 was $51,273.54~ 
Valentine Hatchery produced and stocked 280)780 bass, bluegill, crappie 
and brown trout fingerlings and 14s324 adults of the same varieties~ In addition, 
this-hatchery assisted in Federal fish stocking, c~eaned the Schlagel ereo of 
buildings, assisted in sand hill lake seining of rough fishr maintained camping 
area on Ballards Marsh and provided the Department with regular inspections of 
sand hill lake conditions, as well as mnrer.ous farm pond checks. Total costs 
for this hatchery in 1950 amounted t5 $13~365049~ 
North Platte Hatchery in 1950 produced and stocked 279,872 fingerling walleye 
pike, 191260 bass and 60,,055 bluegill fingerling at a total cost of $16,618.60. 
This cost included a great deal of improvement work at this, the Commission's 
newest hatchery0 For example, installation of culverts, drain ditches . ., new 
kettles, new roadways and park areas, as well as a planting of multiflora rose 
arou.i~d the hatchery boundary. Full produ~tion was not realized at this hatchery 
in 1950 due to the loss of two ponds apparently due to toxic substances used in 
connection with seepage ebatement in the reservoir canals. 
Gretna Hatchery produced the following fingerling fishs 3,425 bass, 5,225 
bluegill, 21 636 bullheads, 4,805 channel catfish, 450 crappie and 7,500 rainbow 
trout at a total cost of $15,127 0 46 0 This production record is very disappoint-
ing to not only the Commission but also the hatchery superintendent0 Through 
no fault of the hatchery person~el, the catfish; which is the major production 
at this hatchery, failed to spo:wn_, This is a condition that was reflected in 
other places in the State, and is a sltuation which to date is unexplainable. 
It seems that periodical~y so~e species of fish will hold their spawn undoubtedly 
for some physio:~ogical or bio-chemical reason as yet unanswered. This unfor-
tunate circumstance., however 1 did free most of personner at this hatchery for 
other activities~ such as preporotion of fish exhibits, farm pond examination, 
eastern salvage operations and supervisory and informational assistance to 
private pond owners. 
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Rock Creek Hatchery realized a very successful year end produced 641000 
rainbow fry, '68,765 bass, 83,575 bluegill, 20,480 crappie, 42,100 bullheads, 
all fingerling. This hatchery also p~odu~ed the following adult fish~ 8~868 
bass, 171 150 bluegil:, 110 crappie, 204 bullheads~ 1~050 brown trout and 52,785 
rainbow trout, all ot a total cost of $44i774Q48!) During this same year, twenty 
new hatching troughs were pm-chased which will increase the output of this 
hatchery by 200,000 trout eggs., .All improvemen·ts were repainted and ReEoA. 
electricity was brought into the area and a new pond deve~oped at the Benkelman 
substation. All items listed are included under the total cost. 
A breakdown. of fish stocked by counties is included at the close of this 
report. 
The biology or research branch of the fisheries division operated ot a total 
cost of $8,755e72 in 1950. During this period this division continued its work 
in the laboratory anal~tsis of the growth rate of fish by scale study, a survey 
of the minnow situation in the St~te~ field investigations on possible trout 
runs, effects of crappie beds 9 pollu.ti.or. i::n"'ob:Lems:> fish mortality problems, 
as well as individual form pond and lake o~aly~is* 
The fisheries division of the ftate further enjoyed the cooperation of the 
Federal trout hatchery at Crawford with all of the adult fish production from 
this hatchery going to Nebraskc, as well as substantial stocking of smaller sizes 
of fish. 
' Londs and Waters Divi~ion: 
This large division is responsible for most all of the construction and main-
tenance within the Department, including lake development and maintenance, recrea-
tion ground development a!l.d mE.d~tenance, the forsstation and accompanying opera-
tors on all recreation areas, as well as the construction, maintenance and opera-
tion of all State Parks. 
This di vision shares a dual budget as the State Parks and all operational 
activities and expenditures related to them, except top administration is paid 
from Legislative tax appropriations, while all recreational areas, State lakes 
and picnic grounds are financially supported from income derived from the sale 
of hunting and fishing permits- During the calendar year of 1950, there was 
$81,912012 expended for the operation an~ rnai.ntenance of these Parks by this 
division() Included in this figure was the construction and installation of a 
compl3te new water system at the Chadron State Park 0 There was over three 
thous3nd feet of six~inch water line and two thousand feet of four-inch water 
line placedo The installation of the fifteen horsepower automatic water pump 
necessitated the installation of a three-phase electTic service to the area. 
In addition to the above improvement$ this Department purchased fire fighting 
equipment in the amount of $904~00.., This equipment to be moi.mted on a truck 
furnished by the Soil Conservation.Service and stationed at the Park for emer-
gency use. Four additional boats were purchased for use on the lagoon, a new 
twin-tub Maytag washer and three electric hot water heaters were installed. 
Specifications and plans were prepared for the future construction of the band 
camp. The only construction st.9r·~ed on this area was the laying of the two-inch 
water line from the present reservoiro Chadron State Park had an expenditure of 
$31,689~71 and the revenue received from this Park amounted to $6,942.27. The 
estimated number of visitors at Chadron State Park is 61,842. 
The expenditures for Arbor Lodge State Park amounted to $12,000.33 which 
included plastering, papering and painting of the mansion. The bathroom on the 
second floor, known as the Cleveland Bathroom~ was restored~ The greenhouse 
where a lot of the flowers are raised for planting on the area was reglased 
The entire mansion was provided with lightning rods to eliminate any danger when 
lightning strikes~ Total revenue received during the calendar year was $4,114.30. 
The estimated number of visitors at Arbor Lodge State Park during 1950 is 24,707. 
Niobrara State Park, which is our second largest Park, had an expenditure or 
$17,699.16 which included construction of two naw four-room cabins completely 
equipped with furniture, stoves, gas refrigerators 1 dishes and bedding. A large 
mess hall refrige~ator was p".lr0hased and a new floor was installed in the mess 
hall.~ Maintenance and 1 .. epair to this area was quite high due to the tremendous 
amount of flood da:mage this area received last spring. The construction crew 
worked approxiir.ateJ.y slxt.y days repairing large washouts in the swimming pool 
area and repab'·ing alJ roads and br:i::::.ges. The revenue from this area amounted to 
$3,261.30 which iJ q::Lite low due to the fact tr.iat both highways leading to the 
Niobrara State Pa~:·k. were under construction during the entire year of 1950. 
Approximately 48,300 people visited the Park. 
The construction of two cabins very similar to the ones constructed at 
Niobrara State Park was completed at Ponca State Park. These cabins are com-
pletely equipped with gas refrigerators, stoves, bedding and all equip~ent~ 
Electricity was brought into Ponca State Park from the local P..EA system, all 
buildings were rewi~ed and a distribution system installedo The old electric 
light plant was dismanteled0 The Commission also purchased for public use an 
additional forty acres of land bordering the Park on the north end~ The total 
area of Ponca State Park is now 240 acres~ The total expenditure was $1011600 85. 
This Park brought in $11608 0 25, and with the addition of two new cabins this 
revenue should increase considerably during 1951. Approxirrately 47,300 people 
visited Ponca State ParkQ · 
Expenditures on the following three parks were kept to the very minimum as 
very little improvement work was planned and only the cost of maintaining the 
areas was considered 0 Expenditures at Victoria Springs State Park totaled 
$5,19le43 and the revenue amountC?d to $442,-,350 Approximately 9,645 persons 
visited the Park0 Revenue at V.ictoria S!>J.•ings State Park consisted mostly of 
receipts from the rental of boats 0 Expenditures at Stolley State Park totaled 
$5,064.73 and the revenue of $418075 was received from the sale of alfalfa 0 
Visitors at Stolley ftate Pa.rk were estimated at 27 J930. No records were kept 
of the number of people visiting FtQ Kearny State Parke Exper.rlitures at Ft. 
Kearny State Park amounted to $105Q7lo 
The State Park areas supported by Legislative tax appropriations are 
l. Chadron ftate Park 
2. Niobrara State Park 
3. Ponca State Park 
4o Arbor Lodge State Park 
5. Stolley ftate Park 
6. Victoria Springs State Park 
7. Ft. Kearny State Park 
This division, in addition to the State Parks, is responsible for 56 recrea-
tion areas and State lakes, their development, maintenance and operation. 
Construction and maintenance is under the assignment of the Dep:irtnent's 
construction crew composed of fourteen crewmen, two foremen and a superintendent. 
This crew is fully equipped with all types of trucks, heavy dirt moving and 
pumping equipment. This crew did varying degrees of development and improvement 
on most all areas, however, some of their more major activities include the 
followings survey and purchase and initial development of 55 acres adjacent to 
the present Alexandria recreatfon grounds, which will result in a dam 1800 feet 
long and 8 feet high. Arnold Lake was rejuvenated and a new spillway and rein-
forced sheet piling added to Atkinson Lake where considerable damage was realized 
through flooding and ice gorges last spring0 The city of Atkinson contributed 
$1,200.00 for improvement on this area~ Improvement was further accomplished 
at Bowman Lake and clean up from flood damage at C~ystal Lake at Ayr. Two lease 
areas were obtained through local cooperation at Crystal Lake near South Sioux 
City and preliminary preparation of picnic areas was started and plans made for 
some spring pumpingo Duke Alexis or Hayes Center recreation grounds functioned 
more smoothly under the supervision of a new caretaker 0 This entire area was 
wired for electricity as REA was introduced this year1 along with a new water 
pressure system. In addition to regular maintenance at Fremont, several new 
.wells were installed and all roads graded and graveledG This area also.is the 
site of a new lake development through agreements worked out with a gravel con-
tractor for excavation~ A new lake known as Hull lake near Butte was ~onstructed 
and is now in use. Memphis Lake was drained preparatory to deepening with heavy 
equipment, but the wet season did not permit adequate drying to permit such 
equipment to go onto the area8 This area will be completed this year. The 
famous Otter Creek area on Lake Mcconaughy was greatly improved by the formation 
of a lease agreement and subsequent construction of a rustic but modern cabin 
camp and lodge. The Commission also constructed a large boat dock on this area. 
Pawnee Lake had its share of deepening and improYing through nearly a full summer 
of dredging activity~ Platteview recreation grounds realized a partial face 
lifting with a reconstructed roadway:- new tables, fireplaces and toilets. A 
concessioner was also set up on this area which should result in a neater area 
this year. Ravenna Lake realized a deeper dike and new wells. Red Deer Lake 
was in a critical condition and 800 feet of steel sheet piling was driven to olose 
up a break through and several new tu.bes were added. Rock Creek Lake received 
emergency action with fills made on washouts and rip-rap on the lake side of 
the dam~ The new Smith Lake was completely rip-rapped and gates were closed 
resulting in the new lake which was also completely fenced and planted. Walgren 
Lake received a new well and its properties a coat of pa!nt. Wildest Hills has 
been made headquarters for the western portion of this crew and caretaker's 
headquarters established. The old water line was reestablished on this area 
as well as some ground improvemento Willow- Lake now the center of considerable 
legal interest received four feet additional st~engthening to take care of eddi~ 
tional moisture conditions prevailing in the sand hills last year~ This crew 
also has a two-man survey crew assigned to the laying out of new lake areas over 
the State. The total cost of all operations of this crew including salaries, 
trucks, new heavy dirt moving equipment and new· lake development was $111,665013. 
Another crew which is a part of the lands and waters division is the forestry 
erew located at Central Cityo This crew operates with a superintendent and four 
fiissistants but also uses considerable part time help during the planting season. 
This crew plants trees on State areas during the spring months and spends the 
remainder of the year in the mowing of re~reation ground areas and the pruning 
and maintenance of their plantings 0 Thia C:t.'ew planted 50)'000 trees last year and 
their total expense for all operations was ~JOt247~62 0 This crew was able to 
break its previous maintenence record ·by operating in such a manner that each 
lllajor recreation area received clean up and mowing a·ctention every thirty days. 
This division further maintains the supply depot in Lincoln at a cost of 
$5,572.81. This area is responsible for the mass ordering of supplies and the 
reissuance to divisions all ove-1· the s..ivate,, 1-it this plant, alsoJ a complete 
perpetual inventory is maintatned of all depertment cr~1pplies and equipment0 
Repair of heavy equipment and construction of miscellaneous items such as tables, 
exhibits, picnic tables and toilets for recreation grou...,ds~ It is in this build-
ing also that the w!ldlife research loboratory is located,) Money for the revolving 
supply items is managed in the form of a revolving fund~ with items charged to 
the depot first and then charged out to the individual divisions as needed. This 
inventory usually averages about $10,000 0 00. 
Game Division: 
This division is composed of one supervisor, two super~ntendents, two 
project leaders, two senior resecrch specialists, two junior research specialists, 
one trapper, six foremen and usually approximately twelve laborers and some part 
time labor. This divisionis budget is broken into several subdivisions; the 
game farm, farm management, predator control, duck, fur and upland game bird 
investigation, habitat development and the research laboratory. Actually this 
division can be more simply broken into two major categories according to income 
source~ All activities except the investigation,research.loboratory and habitat 
development, as well as some land purchase funds, come 100% from permj~ fees. 
Other listed projects and divisions, however, ere classed as Pittman-Robertson 
projects under a Federal aid program. In this instance, after a given project 
is opproved, the State spends the necessary f\mds l'.i.'"om its own budget and then 
the Fish and Wildlife Service through the Pit~-.n~n-Robe::-tson Federal Aid to 
Wildlife Funds reimburses the Etate 75% of what thE;} S·ijate expended 0 The total 
expenditures in 1950 for this division were $131 ... 455 .. 38 for the Federal aid 
projects and $541908.70 for all other geme activities~ 
This division.realized a portieulcrly good year with the following resultss 
The annual mid-winter woterfowl survey conducted in cooperation with the 
u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service will indicate in part the relative good success 
enjoyed by Nebraska duck hunters when it is learned thtlt almost 2701000 wintering 
waterfowl were observed on the Platte River system as compared to 173,000 the 
previous year, and only 104,000 observed during the year of the severe blizzard 
of 1948 and 1949. Not all of the waterfowl present in Nebraskn were available 
to hunters, yet most of our Nebraska duok hunters reported having enjoyed one 
of the better seasons of recent years. 
Pheasant hunting reache~ a peak after a several year lull, with the annouce-
ment of a twenty-three day season and a five cock bird limit in the eastern and 
southern portions of the State, as compared to ten one-half days and a two cock 
bird limit in approximately the same area in the preceding year. Quail hunters 
reported more birds and larger nnmbers of birds bagged per hunter in an even 
greater portion of the State than was open to quail hunting in 1949. The same 
general statements are true for the success of our rabbit, dove and squirrel 
hunters. For the first time since 1928, Nebraska sportsmen had an opportunity 
to hunt the native grouse of Nebraska, the prairie sharp-tail grouse, and the 
prairie chicken. While only a three-day two-bird limit was allowed in a few of 
the north central counties, it was enough to bring back fond memories to many 
old-time Nebraska sportsmen, and to allow some of our younger sportsmen the 
opportunity to pursue these grand game birds. 
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The second annual deer season also provided thrills to a limited number of 
sportsmen, when 11000 of the 5,237 applicants for special permits were success-
ful in the drawing. These figures compare with 1,500 permits drawn from 2,983 
applications of the prece.ding year. With\the same area open in 1950 as was 
opened in 1949, 683 de'3r were 'bagged in the 1950 hu.."'lt as compared to 910 in the 
1949 hunt. .A percentage factor of 68.3 success per permit for 1950 as compared 
to 60Q6 for 1949. While weight records of deer in the 1950 hunt were not broken, 
measurements of antler spread were when a deer with an entler sp~ead of 4l 3/8 
inches was taken as compared to the ~~xirnum spread of 37 1/2 inches for the 1949 
hunt. There were three d~er weighing 225 pounds, hog dressed, taken in the 1950 
hunt. In 1949 a li't11?-weight deer of 322 pounds ;was recorded, which is probably 
larger than the hog-dressed weights for compari~on in the 1950 hunt• 
Nebraska sportsmen again pa~ticipated in the Department's attempt to re-
habilitate pheasants in areas d~J>le"tied. bf 'the severe rblizzards of the winter of 
1948 and 1949, and in that sec:ion of che State visited by the severe blizzard 
of March 7, 1950. Special co:rnme~"!d~tfoc.c shou~.d be extended to the wildlife 
groups located in the follouing locations:~ Page, 0 'Ns:lll, Emmett, Bassett, 
Ainsworth, Wood Lake, Chad~on) Alliance, D~~ltcn, Bushnell, Kimball, Dix, Sidney, 
Ogallala and North Platte, who coop0ra·~ed in the partial rearing and release of ~ / 
the largest number of pheasants that have been .. release~ ~ ~e State ~ece~ IT./;-
years. Final records indict:. te that a total of,..l5;i2¢ birds were re\easea in I 1' 
1950, as compared to 11~370 in 1949--a gain of 3,754. (See addendum for stock-
ing by countieso) An innovation was attempted for 1950 to learn more about 
possible pheasant releases by using a patente~ self-contained brooder unit. One 
hundred day-ol& birds were placed in this unit and confined for a three-week · 
period on a farm kcated in the North Platte Valley in Scotts Bluff county. 
These birds we~e released at the age of three weeks, unbanded. It appears that 
there may be some merit to this method of rearing and releasing pheasants. Until 
the experiment is repeated several times, and more accurate inforrmtion is ob-
tained on the total number of birds su:L-Viving1 we are not in a position to use 
this method of rearing and releasing pheasants in preference to the present 
system being followed at our State Game Farm and with our pheasant booster unit 
cooperatives. 
Continued advances were made in our Federal Aid Division, particularly in 
regard to our wildlife surYey and investigation project and our habitat rehabili-
tation program-. Intensive studies were conducted on pheasants, quail_, grouse, 
waterfowl, deer and muskrat" F,ollowing is a listi.ng of pertirent findings re-
garding these·wildlife species: 
Ph~!.Sants -- (1) Statewide surveys were conducted in mid-winter, spring 
and summer9 in order to follow population trends and reproductive success. Par-
ticipating in this work were conservation officers, game tec~nicians and about 
eight hundred wildlife reporters (land operators) and over six hundred rural 
mail carriers~ It should be mentioned that, while emphasis in statewide surveys 
is given to pheasants, a great deal of survey information is acquired at the 
same time concerning quail, prairie chickens, sharp-tailed grouse and other game 
species • 
. (2) Special studies were Irade in local a~eas to determine the progress of 
the breeding season and the hatching peak0 
(3) Bag checks were made during the hunting season for determining the 
ratio of young to adult birdso Age determinations in most cases were tr.ade at 
the laboratory by exs.mining specimen material collected during the eeasone 
(4) Laboratory analysis of crop contents was continued. One hundred and 
ninety pheasant crops have been examined since the labo~atory was established. 
(5) Studies of hunting success were carried out locally through cooperation 
of interested pheasant hunters in the vicinities of Pierce, Ord, Minden, Holdrege, 
McCook, Ogallala, and Scottsbluff~ 
(6) Good progress was made in preparation of a comprehensive bulletin cover-
ing Nebraska pheasant investigations of the past several years. 
Qu!UJ. -- (1) The annual summer or pre-season inventory was conducted in 
ten south eastern countieso 
(2) Report cards from eighty-five quail hunters were analyzed for the 
1949 hunting season. 
(3) A total of four hundred and twenty four quail wings were examined in 
the study of quail age ~atios for the 1949 hunting seasone 
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Grouse -- {l) A prairie chicken breeding population survey was conducted 
on the Keystone study area, Keith county, in the' spring. 
(2) Brood studies of sharp-tailed grouse were nsde on Nebraska National 
Forest and in Cherry county, coincidentally to other work. 
(J) Studies of hunting success and species, age and sex composition of the 
kill were made by examining birds from hu'.".lt.e!'s' bags during the open season. 
~rfowl -- (1) Breeding ground surveys were conducted over established 
;tudy areas during late spring and through the summer 0 
(2) Bands were placed on five hundred and fifty-five waterfowl taken at 
a banding station near IJor:.h PJ.t:1tts in -~·e~~arJ and March. Banding in early fall 
was continued in southe:.."n Sheridr:in coJ.nty ~ · 
(3) A duck die-off in DswsGn e:iu.n.;~y was investigated during the winter• 
Specimens were colle0ted a:id sen"'~ to seve:t'.e:l state and federal agencies for lab-
oratory diagnosis and related investigat:Lonse 
(4) Sex ratio studies in late winter involved over 1,500 ducks of fifteen 
species. 
(5) Field studies also covered spring migration and winter concentrations 
in western Nebraska~ 
(6) Detailed information, including sex and age data, was taken from over 
1,500 waterfowl handled at Ogallala during the 1950 open season. 
(7) Investigation of goose losses due to lead poisoning involved collection 
and examination of twenty-eight geese found dead at Capitol Beach Lake near Lincoln. 
(8) Stomachs of one thousand and seventy ducks were collected for flouro-
scopic examination ~o determine the occurrence of lead shotu 
~ -- (l} Inspections of deer range were m~de in May~ June, October, 
November, and Decem'ber o 1bs ~ of this was preliminary to post-winter inspections 
for 1951. Heavy use of nati-ve deer !"ocd plsnts in some areas indicates the need 
for systematic harvest of deer through hunting seasone~ 
(2) Biological data from 910 d·eer taken in the 1949 season were compiled 
and analyzed. 
(3) All deer taken during the 1950 open season were handled at checking 
stations in order to get data concerning the age composition of the hunted herd. 
Muskrat - (1) A breeding population census was conducted in the Rice Lake 
study area. 
(2) Muskrat productivity was studied through litter observations and through 
placental scar counts made upon females handled during the trapping season. 
(3) Sex, age and weight data was taken from muskrats handled by trappers 
on the Valentine National Wildlife Refuge. 
(4) Investigations were made concerning an outbreak of muskrat disease 
in northern Nebraska. 
(5) Intensive live-trapping and tagging operations were carried out on 
Rice Lake. 
(6) At least fifty •. two complete litters were handled while the •rats 
were small and individual 'rats were trapped for marking during the sumner and 
fall. 
(7) The predatory relationship of coyotes and mink toward muskrats was 
studied in the field and via laboratory analysis of coyote and mink droppings. 
~~2.!_n_~s!.1'~1P~~r~; B3_p9;ts -- (1) Report cards were distributed to 
six thousand hunting pe:·:cai ttees to get data concerning the trapped and hunted 
take in 1949. 
(2) Inforn:ation from the returned cards was compiled and summarized. 
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Analysis of Wildlife Food..§ -- Food analyses were made from the following 
specimens during 1950s 
140 coyote sea ts 
10 ccyote stomachs 
25 deer stomachs 
6 miscellaneous mammal stomachs 
6 miscellaneous bird crops 
37 duck and goose gizzards 
37 pheasant crops 
21 pheasant gizzards 
Continued progress was accomplished on the habitat restoration project as 
indicated from the following eccomplishmentss 
(1) Planted 725 1000 trees and shrubs on 217 areas in 44 counties. 
( 2) Planted approxlma tely 900 acres to trees and shrubs. 
(3) The 725,000 trees and shrubs included a little over 77 miles or rosa 
multiflora hedge for fence~ Of this, 21 miles was planted outside our present 
work districts in the southeastern quail area. 
(4) The above 900 acres were cultivated an average of at least three times 
making a total of 2,700 acres of cultivation. 
(5) Approximately 135 areas have been approved and fenced with 22 miles of 
fenee for next spring's planting to trees and shrubs. In addition, arrangements 
have been made with the Soil Conservation Service, farmers, and other interested 
parties for the planting of 115 miles of rose hedge. 
(6) Crews from this project have constructed 9 miles of fence on the deer 
refuge areas at Harrison. 
(7) Project leaders have attended numerous meetings with River Basin per-
sonnel regarding habitat development on reservoirs in the State, and inspected 
plantings already -ma~e on these areas. 
(8) Project leaders supervised and inspected all of the work done by these 
crews, 
(9) Project leaders also performed many miscellaneous duties; such as, 
worked on deer check stations, Jmde many contacts with farrrers, sportsmen and 
foil Conservation Service> w:1~ked with the wardens during hunting ·season, etc. 
In the Farm management division, newly organized during 1950, progress 
'NBS made as herein indicatedo 
Land Inspection -- This section was assigned the duty of inspection of 
various lands being offered by the Bureau of Land Management under the Recreational 
Site Act. The following sites were inspected and appropriate recommendations as 
to favorability were mades 
Size 
372ehS acres 
23~23 acres 
19.,05 acres 
404100 acres 
80,,QO acres 
Location 
Missouri River, Verdel 
Platte River, Central City 
Niobrara River, Atkinson 
Lone Tree LDke, Kennedy 
Pony Lake, Bassett 
~~outh Area -- (1) Field survey made of area. 
~pmiendation 
Favorable 
Not favorable 
Not favorable 
Favorable 
Favorable 
(2) Coordination with legal division relative to proposed dike to stabilize 
and control water areas, 
(3) Division of land and water areas into refuge and public shooting grounds, 
and appropriate sign posting withheld pendi.ng completion of action noted in item 
two above. 
(4) Coordination and supervision of farming activities of absentee tenant. 
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Pressey .Area -- (1) Field survey made of area. 
(2) Recommendations on management of park site forwarded to Lands and 
Waters division. 
(3) Solicited services of local appraiser to inspect buildings on property 
and determine salvage valueo Rep0rt was unfavorable. Indications were tha·t 
labor costs would exceed monetary vr:lue of lumber salvaged. 
Sacramento_Jr~ -- (1) Field survey nede of area. 
(2) Action initiated with Soil Conservation Service for topographic survey 
of area. 
(3) Crop acreage map drawn up and crop estimates established. 
fl\ 
(4) Small grain ~~~est?1closely supervised and results corr.pared with 
estimates in number~ above. Crop returns were equal to or exceeded these 
previous estimations. 
(5) A tentative division of the land and water a~eas into refuge and 
public shooting grounds was mapped out and coordinated with the enforcement and 
P-R divisions. After some adjustn:ents a quasi-final plan was derived and prior 
to the opening of the upland bird and waterfowl seasons, the refuge and public 
shooting areas were thoroughly posted with previously obtained appropriate metal 
signs. 
In addition, three large area descriptive signs were placed at strategic 
intervals around the area as an aid to hunters and added materially to the success 
which the area was to enjoy during the hunting season. 
In passing, a word on the outstBnding success of the division of the area 
into refuge and shooting ground is probably in order. When plans were announced 
to establish part of the area as a refuge, there was considerable opposition to 
the project locally and personnel in the area were subj e.cted to some rather 
caustic comments. In actual practice, however, the division worked quite well. 
The substantial water surf~ce area on the refuge tended to hold waterfowl in the 
general vicinity when heavy shoocing would have normally driven them out. The 
local people were quick to perceive that the refuge acted as a reservoir, feeding 
ducks out into the surrounding areas during the entire season, resulting in good 
to excellent hunter success. 
Eine Ridge..Jioldings -- (1) Gilbert-Baker Property -- A bourxiary survey was 
made of this area in 1948 and fencing tmterials purchased and located in Harrison 
under P-R Project 14-D. At the end of the past se~son, the planting crews were 
sent to Crawford, and fencing activities have been under we.y since that time. As 
of January first, appro::imately seven mJ.les of fence had been erected on the area 
which is about one-half of the antic~pated mileage. The northern boundary was 
fenced first t~ protect pasture and hay land from further livestock invasion. 
(2) Peterson Property -- A boundary survey was not made of this property. 
Fencing was begun in conjunction with the Gilbert-Baker project, and as of 
Janu~ry first, about four miles of fence had been erected, which is also about 
one-half of the expected mileage. 
Su~~ of Fencing_!'ro..iect -- Due to the exceptional open winter, as or 
January l, progress was mu0h further along than anticipated. However, unless 
the w~ather holds, which hardly seems ~onceivable, it is not expected that this 
project will be completed oefore spring~ Both crews are now working in extremely 
adve~se te~rain and e~tirely without the adva~tage of roads or trails. The crew 
on the Peterson place has the a~ded disadvantage of having to lay out the line 
and locat.e corners as they proceed, since the boundary had not been surveyed as 
prGvicus:.y noted. 
Considerable revenue was derived from the sale of agricultural crops on 
certain properM.es :managed by the Garn~ Divj.sion in 1950, and from the sale of 
buffalo taken f:"om t'he Wildca·~ II.i:la Stute Game Reserve, which are surplus 
animals over and above the 0a:crying capacity of the pasture, 
Some 2,084 poundR of ver.ison salvaged from highway killed deer were sold 
to wilC.life clubs E>t forty-five cents por pound, ~or departrrental revenue of 
$9.37.80. Twem;y beaver and sixty .. seven nmskrats taken by our trapp~r were sold 
fo:- $203~50, vhile buffalo and deer hides brought in $74.65. 
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Six thousand eight hundred nineteen dollars and ninety-seven cents was 
derived from the Secranento Public Shooting Grounds and G~me Refuge, $955.83 
from the Plattsmouth Wildlife Refuge, $679~39 from the State Game Farm, $514.48 
from grazing and haying rights on the Ballards 1.fareh Public Shooting Grounds, 
~416"?4 from oil leases and agricultural :i."ent on the HsteB1f Deer Refuge, $15.00 
from the Gilbert-Baker Deer Refuge and $696 0 45 from the Pressey Wildlife Refuge--
a total of $12,699~06 from these areas~ 
A predator control investigator and a part time laborer is included in 
this division to assist with coyote) fox and beaver problens in special areas 
of State land or in cases of pri-;ate lancis where farmers ask for informational 
procedure$ 
Conclusion: 
1950 showed more projects accomplished, more different kinds of game seasons 
and a larger number of people hunting and fishing than any previous year., It 
further reflects·a more unified working relationship between wildlife clubs and 
conservation agencies and a more coope~ative thinking a~d corresponding action 
between the farmer and the h-1.m"lier. However., if a11 t.his is a new record1 it is 
but another record to be b~oken as this is only the begirL~ing of the uphill climb 
to over-all cooperat:i.ve conse:cva·\iion underst11nding of soil1 wate1f and wil-dlife by 
the people, the organized conservation clubs and all conservation agencies 0 
A Word of the Future: 
Plans have been laid for some time for 1951, but Presidential and Guberna-
torial requests for curtailment of construction and use of critical materials 
was early anticipated by the Commission and such items removed from the present 
budget, however, a definite prqgram of progress still remains in effect and in-
cludes the followings 
le Two new warden districts--one in nort.hwestern Nebraska and one in the 
extreme southeastern portio:i of the St.ate~ Hunting J:ressure is very high in 
these opposite corners of the State due to deer and quail respectively and the 
districts are much too largeo 'l'wo new officers are requested for these proposed 
districts. 
2. A seining crew headquarters building was planned for North Platte but 
deleted because of construction prohibitions •. 
3. A new fish hatchery purchase is contemplated this year and will be 
operated as a sub-station to Valentine hatcheryo 
4o North Platte walleye hatchery wilJ_ be doubled from 20 ponds to 40 
which, of courf?e, will double the output of pike~· The pipe for this construction 
has been received for the most part so most of thjs construction work will be 
dirt moving~ 
5~ With the new hatching troughs at Rock C~eek hatchery: the Commission 
will greatly increase trout production~ 15~000 lake tro~t eggs are being 
hatched here this year fer experimental planting in Lake Mcconaughy& 
6. Lakes Alexandria and Memphis will be completed. 
7o Improvement work will be carried on at lakes at Crystal Lake (South 
Sioux City), Quinnebaugh, Verdon, Louisville and Crystal Lake at Ayr. 
8. The Otter Creek area will receive a large shelter belt type of tree 
plantingo 
9. Completion of refuge fencing in northwest Nebraska. 
10. Moving of Game Farm to Sacramento area wten construction ban is lifted. 
11. Publication of summary of all Nebraska pheasant data to date. 
12. Increase of 200,000 multiflora rose plants for farm cover planting. 
13. Purchase of another new large public shooting area. 
14. Development of Plattsmouth Public Shooting Grounds and recreation area, 
if Army Engineers construct levee. 
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15. Development of Sacramenta public shooting grounds. 
16. Assignment of a fishery biologist to North Platte hatchery under Dingell 
Act funds. 
17. Purchase of fishing lakes at Bridgeport. 
18. Purchase of land near Royal for large fishing lake with Dingell Act 
funds. (Option already taken~) 
19~ Purchase of area for southeastern lake development (many sites have been 
investigated but none have proven satisfactory)~ The Com.ilission will not purchase 
or aevelop any new la~es that are rive~ cut-cffs or subject to siltation, ~load­
ing or fluctuating water levels, as such developments in the past have proven to 
be .. little more than white elephants in certain cases. 
20. All existing projects and programs will continue at present on acceler~­
ated activity. 
21. Parks will be operated on a maintenance basis during the emergency, 
however, plans are complete for major developments at most all parks as soon as 
the emergency is lifted and fu~ds made availableo 
22. New recreation and wildlife areas will be taken over by the Commission 
on all new reservoirs~ 
Questions and Answers: 
In the course of the year's activities, thousands of questions come to the 
attention of the Commission and are answered~ However, a few such questions do 
not seem to re~2in answered, either due to misinformation from other sources or 
by purposeful agitation on the part of a ""lery few who are not yet cooperating 
with the Commission's effort to develop our natural wildlife resources through 
sound conservation managemen-'.:r~ 'Iherefo::."e;: ln an attempt to overcome such misin-
formation, the following questions and factual answers are repeated for the in-
formation of all who are conscientiously interested. 
~estion 1 -- What is the purpose for the large inboerd motor boat at 
Lake M~Conaughy? 
AnJ3l"~ -- This so-called "cabin cruiser" is not a cabin model in the true 
sense of the word, in that it does not have a galley or sleeping quarters 0 The 
seats in the boat are merely enclosed front and sides with a protective hood. 
The boat is actually a 22 ... fc')t inboard purchased in May 1948 at a cost of 
$4,307,..65 0 It is used onJ_y for official Depar~:,ment work on Nebraska's largest 
lake at Ogallalao This boat is used in checking fishermen and hunters who would 
be impossible to check otherwise, for the patrol and checking of other boats to 
assure the public that there are no safety hazards in the operation of other 
water era~ on the lake, and more important than any of these, this boat is 
available for use in the saving of lives on this reservoir which, incidentally, 
13 one of the most dangerous bodies of water in the State when hit with the 
sudden high winds cowmon to this area. This boot already hns been directly 
responslble for the probable saving of eight lives 9 and the recovery of two 
dead bodies. Cost of operation last year on this boat was $347 0 28. 
Question 2 - What is the purpose of the Departmant's aeroplane? 
A!!.~~ - The Commission owns and operates one single-motor cub cruiser, 
which is one of the smallest light planes made. This plane was purchased in 
1947 at a cost of $3 9 2740940 It is stationed at Grand Island and is used not 
only for game law enforcement work in conjunction with air to g~OiL~d patrol 
with patrol cars.- bit alac :tn mo:ce inaccessible hill and lake regions for law 
enforcement and census work 0 The plane is without equnl in this important 
assignment of censusing big game herds and migratory waterfowl populations. 
Nebraska is by no means setting a new precedent by the operation of the plane 
in game work. The following represents an incomplete sun1mary of states owning 
and renting aeroplanes in their game departments.) One state owns six, two states 
own three each, seven states own two each and fifteen own one each. Approximately 
sixteen other states rent planes for game purposes and the Fish and Wildlife 
Service owns and operates thirty-eight planes for game management purposes. The 
Nebraska plane in 1950 flew 210 hours at a total expense of $893~07 for the year. 
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.Q.uestion J -- It is reported that the Geme Commission overdrew its last 
biennial budget. Is this possible? 
Answer -- The Game Commissioners individually feel a conscientious moral and 
ethical obligation to receive maximum value for monies expended and budgets obli-
gated0 It is legally and physically impossible to overdraw a budget such as the 
Connnission operated under the past biennium0 Each individual expenditure of fish 
and game monies must have the approval of the Commission itself, the Executive 
Secretary, the Tax Commissioner, Auditor, Treasurer and usually the Purchasing 
~gent. The Commission expenditures are not only regulated by all of the above 
factors but further, in that excepting Parks, all income must be derived from 
fishing and hunting permits and Federal aid proportionate to permit sales. 
Therefore, if seasons are poor and permit sales are do-wn1 the Commission is auto-
matically restricted proportionately in its activities involving expenditures. 
Question 4 -- Is it possible for the Commission to spend more in a given 
year than its actual income? 
Answer -- Unlike some questions asked, this is a very good one. The answer 
is the Commission reserve or balcnce. During the period of World War II, the 
Commission established a policy of purposefully allowing its income to accumulate 
rather than spend it on critical materials needed for the war effort. During this 
period, plans were made for enlarge:roont of hatcheries, purchase of public shooting 
grounds, replacement of equipment, etc. At the close of the War, this balance 
had accunrolated to over $700,000. Since then, however, with the availability of 
men and materials, Commission plans are being fulfilled to the extent that the 
Commission balance fluctuates between one and three hundred thousand dollars. 
This is a necessary balance fluctuation inasmuch-as so:rr.e income months are not 
adequate to cover the expenditlli!'es for the same month and balances from higher 
income months must be held over for this purpose. The Commission has just 
reached the point where it will be expending in direct proportion to its present 
income, but this policy is now being changed to conform to its World War II 
policy of using only a minimum ef critical materials and the conserving of its 
income until major material purchases are agein practical. 
~stion ~ -- Why do individual counties not receive proportionately in 
fish and game and other developments equal to the amount of hunting and fishing 
permits sold in each individual county? 
Answer -- This is an old perennial which seems so self-apparent but evidently 
is not obvious to all. Politics would dictate spending according to the above 
question, however, sound game management dictates the spending of game income 
where it can most effectively and economically produce more fish and game. This, 
unfortunately in Nebraska as in most states, is not in the area of highest human 
population. Game and fish production can only be realized where the essential 
qualifications of either aquatic or upland habitat are present. It is, thereforet 
in such areas that most productive development can be accomplished. As we must 
cross two states to tour the mountains or the continent to hunt moose and other 
game of the wilderness areas of the United f'tates and Canada, so we shall always 
have to transport ourselves .to other counties at times to realize the bolinties 
of our natural resources which Mother Nature has bestowed on some areas but not 
in like proportion to others. 
Question 6 - What happens to litY' conficated gun, birds or fish and D\V' fine 
mone~ 
Ans~ -- The Statutes Qf Nebraska give the conservation officers of the 
Commission full au.thority to take any device used in the illegal taking of game 
or fish, as evidence to be presented to the court. The officer issues a receipt 
at the time of arrest and notifies the individual of the time of hearing of the 
case. The judge at the time of the trial finds the individual arrested either 
guilty or not guilty and can then confiscate or return the device used according 
to the violation and statute in question. If, for example, a gun is confisoated 
by law, it is returned to the arresting officer who will either express or per-
sonally bring the gun to the Commission's offices in Lincoln in the Capitol 
Building, where the gun is oiled, given an identification number and locked #in 
a gun case until time for the annual State auction~ At this time, gun lists are 
prepared for free distribution and registered letters are sent to each individual 
who lost a gun, giving lot ~umber of the gun and place and time of the saJ~. Bide 
may be placed on individual gt:.na prior to the sale and guns are sold at public 
auotion by a Commission offi:i'3r and.all receipts from the sale are· deposited in 
Commission's general fund~ All game or fish confiscated are turned over to 
"'I" 
charity institutions and a receipt taken~ All fines go to the local county school 
fund and liquidated damages are deposited in the Cormnission's general fUnd. In-
dividual arresting officers receive no part of the fine or bonus for the arrest. 
Question 7 -- Do you have to be a Republican to get a job with the Game 
Commission? 
Answer -- It is with extreme satisfaction that this question can be answered 
with th~ following statement: The Opirimission does not know the politics (if any) 
of the Executive Secretary and the Commission and the Secretary neither know nor 
are interested in knowing the politics of any of its personnel. 
_Qyestion 8 -- Why are the Commission's funds not placed in the State's general 
fu~? . 
Answer -- There are those individuals who are desirous of doing this very 
thing. However, the Game Commission was set up originally to be self-supporting 
through its hunting and fishing permit income, and the hunters and fishermen of 
Nebraska have guarded jealously their funds to assure their expenditure for the 
development of adequate fish and game populations and not for any other unrelated 
cause. Maintenance of Commission flmds in a seperate fund is further made 
necessary by the Federal-aid requirements of bbth the Pittman-Robertson and the 
Ding~ll-Johnson Acts, by which the State of Nebraska receives approxi?mtely two 
to three hundred thousand dollars each biennium~ This Federal-aid would be com-
pletely withdrawn should the Comrrission lose control of its permit income or 
divert it to other sources. 
Qµestion 9 -- Why are the State Parks' expenses not paid out of game funds? 
~n~wer -- As mentioned in question B, Federal-aid funds would be in jeopardy 
under such an arrangement and, in addition, hunters and fishermen demand that 
their money be spent on bettering hunting and fishing. Many people use the State 
Parks who never purchase a hunting or fishing permit and many hunters and fisher-
men never use the State Parks and, therefore, object to any considered diverg.ence 
of funds. 
Question 10 -- What is the cost of the Commission's weekly radio program? 
Ans~ - See page four of this report • 
.Qyestion 11 -- What is the purpose of the Commission's education-ip.form tion 
division? 
An~ -- The Commission feels that far more can be accomplished in conser-
vation by constructive education than in less desirable negative methods. Con-
servation education in the s~hools has Qeen slow to bear f:rUit due to the lack 
of such education of the teachers themselves~ though much progress is being made 
at present in this directionr· The Commission program has shown definite results · 
through the use of its quarterly publication, outdoor ~~ps, law and regulation 
books, public exhibits, redio, speaking and visual aids programs to civic, sports-
men's and youth groups of all types. Such results are readily reflected in higher 
pe:cmit salos, better farmer-hunter relationships, fewer arrests and better public 
cooperation. 
~stio~ -- Is the Commission going to develop any new lakes in eastern 
Nebraska? 
A~ -- A northeastern site is under option north of the town of Royal and 
investigators are still inspecting possible sites in southeastern Nebraska. The 
Commission's budget reflects money set aside for each area and appeals have been 
made to sportsmen to assist in the location of good eastern lake sites. It should 
be understood that the Commission will not purchase or develop a lake which 
eventually will become a liability through flooding, siltation or fluctuating 
water levels as have some of the older lakes in Nebraska. 
Qu.estion 13 -- ~ill the Commission provide fish for contests this 71ar? 
:f!.n~~ -- The Commission last year provided bullheads for 63 contests. This 
greatly increased drain on lakes where such fish are obtained and has pulled the 
su,p1y do;m to bullheads too small for satisfactory contest stocking. The Com-
:rn5.zlnon, therefore, desires to let these lakes rest for a year or two to obtain 
bct.-::.er sized fish 0 Regular lake stocking will be carried on as usual in the lakes 
so regularly stocked. 
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This can only be a sample of the questions asked of game officials. The 
Commission invites any one with a question of any kind to send them to the Com--
mission office in Lincoln where all such questions will be answered. The. Com-
mission is equally interested in receiving any and all suggestions for the 
betterment of game and recreational conditions throughout the State. 
This report is submitted by the Commission to the wildlife clubs of the 
State of Nebraska in order that they may be familiar with the Department's 
activities. Gratitude is expressed for the cooperation of Supervisors Foster, 
Vance, Cunningham, Anderson and Schaffer in the preparation of this report. 
Respectfully submtttEidfor· the Commission, 
-17-
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·/ ()_ -.. :.-,..,-· ./ ./ ,_ . - ; 
Paul T. Gilbert 
Executive Secretary 
NEBRASKA GAME COMMISSIONERS AND DISTRICTS 
DISTRICT NO, l Counties 
Harold Hummel Cass Lencaster Richardson 
Route 1 Gage Ne:rmha Saline 
Fairbury, Nebraska Jefferson Otoe Seward 
Johnson Pawnee 
DISTRICT NO. 2 
Herbert B, Kennedy, M.D. Butler Douglas Saunders 
WOW Life Insurance Soc, Colfax Sarpy Washington 
1708 Farnam Street Dodge 
Omaha 2, Nebraska 
DISTRICT NO, 3 
Lynn D, Hutton Antelope Dixon Pierce 
Norfolk Boone Greeley Platte 
Nebraska Burt Howard Stanton 
Cedar Knox Thurstgn 
Cuming Me dis on Wayne 
Dakota Merrick Wheeler 
Nance 
DISTRICT NO, 4 
w. 0, Baldwin Adams Franklin Polk 
Hebron Buffalo Hall Thayer 
Nebraska Clay Hamilton Webster 
Fillmore Kearney York 
Nuckolls 
DISTRICT NQ, 2 
B. Frank Butler Chase Furnas Lincoln 
Cambridge Dawson Gosper Perkins 
Nebrcska Dundy Hitchcock Phelps 
Frontier Harlan Red Willow 
Heyes 
DISTRICT NO, 6 
Frank J. Brady Arthur Garfield Loup 
Atkinson Ell.line Grant McPherson 
Nebraska Boyd Holt Rock 
Brown Hooker Shern:an 
Cherry Keith Thomas 
Custer Keya Paha Valley 
Logan 
DISTRICT NO, 7.. 
Jack H, Lowe Banner Deuel Morrill 
Sidney Box Butte Garden Scotts Bluff 
Nebraska Cheyenne Kimbell Sheridan 
Dawes Sioux 
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GAME, FORESTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION 
EMPLOYEES - 1950 
Office 
Office 
Office 
Of !."ice 
Office 
Office 
Office 
Office 
Office 
DIVISION 
Education & Information 
Education & Information 
Education & Information 
Education & Information 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fh:heries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fioheries 
Fisheries 
Fi8heries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fi&haries 
Fisheries 
Fisberies 
Fiflheries 
Fisheries 
FiE!heries 
:F1isherie·s 
Game 
Gome 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
Game 
NAME OF EMPLOYEE 
Paul T. Gilbert 
Lau Dell Datus 
Louise Lucas 
Deloris Brt 
Ella Nora Wallace 
Gloria .Ayers 
Ruth Bassett 
Marjorie Houchin 
Lois Feather . 
Richard Schaffer 
Lucille Brazil 
c. G. Pritchard 
Carl Peterson 
Glen R. Foster 
Mildred Haldeman 
Gerhard Lenz 
William Busekist 
Gilbert Dell 
John Deloske 
H. c. Howard 
Frank H0 Sleight 
Frank H. Weiss 
Raymond Lawson 
Jack Mendenhall 
James w. Gray 
Jesse L9 Jones 
Charles W. Blank 
Elvin W .. Bray 
Gerald J. Plucker 
Paul Bo Todd 
Lloyd F. Winkleman 
Victor F. Matousek 
Emil Nieman 
Henry Bruhn 
Victor Forney 
Keith Kraai 
Jerome 11.olek 
Warren Negley 
William A. Parker 
Lloyd P. Vance 
Jack D. Strain . 
Jean Clark 
S. E. Ling 
Orden Allen v 
Robert Davis 
Levi Mohler 
J. Knox Jones 
Harvey w. Miller 
Robert Packard 
J. Henry Sather 
George Schildman 
James Hc. Ager 
Wade Ho Hamor 
Ira Glasser 
Roy Godwin 
Elwin E~ Hell 
Calvin Oo Sampson 
Charles Stenstrom 
Jack Stuart 
Joseph Diederich 
William W. Eral 
John Ferry 
Erdman Leu 
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Executive Sec'y 
Steno o Clerk 
Accounting Cl~rk 
Accoun+ing CJ.erk 
Accounting Clerk 
E tr-~no ., Clerk 
Acn0unti:1g Clerk 
Steno. Clerk 
Steno. Clerk 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Artist 
Legal Counsel 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Hatchery Supt. 
Skilled Laborer 
Skilled Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Hatchery Supt. 
Foreman 
Hatchery Supt. 
Apprentice Laborer 
Hatchery Supt. 
Fc,reman 
·Apprentice Laborer 
Foreman 
Skilled Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Supt. Seining Crew 
Foreimn 
Foreman 
Skilled Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Supervisor 
Farm Manager 
Steno. Clerk 
Supt. Gane Farm 
Foreman 
Skilled Laborer 
Project Leader 
Junior Specialist 
Junior Specialist 
Junior Specialist 
Senior Specialist 
Junior Specialist 
Project Leader 
Assistant Leader 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Cc.me 
G.sme 
G:Jme 
Game 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lends & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Weters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & W~t.e!'S 
Land.s & vkd:.ers 
Lands & Waters 
Uinds & Waters 
La.:ids & Waters 
Lands & Waters 
Lands & ~Taters 
Law Enforcement 
Law Enforcement 
James McCole 
Alvin Oc liatthes 
William Zimmer 
Harold J. Miner 
Carl F~ Anderson 
Verna Nielsen 
Joh..."'1 J ~ Tooiey 
StanJ.ey R" Hilty 
Carl L, Land0n 
B. J;; Miller 
George F~ Retzlaff 
Grant Mc:Neel 
L. M;: Snodgrass 
Earl Fish 
Irene Goff 
H,,,} E 1.1 Jones 
.Arthur A~.f~c-ed Lubken 
Paul R .. Heil 
George fv'~:o:-khofer 
C,, Of} Wil..:iaJ!S 
Christopher Dobson 
.Ashley To Conger 
Alfr8d Uhi:ig 
Ab William!s 
Charles Young 
Richa!"d Wickert 
Herbert Bucknell 
Lem F" Hewitt 
Herman C,, Kloke 
Daniel Chilcott 
John D. HaTpham 
Earl A. Harrison 
Richard D~ Johnson 
Lewis Klein 
Tony Krebsbach 
Ralph Smith 
LeRoy Le Springer 
Johnnie Stephens 
Tom We. ck€T.la 
Jerome Sekt.1tera v 
Everett Reinboth"'' 
Ed:rau.nd Fr; Kowalewski 
Thomas George Neill 
Dallas Johnson 
William Cunningham 
Vivian Daney 
ConservatiQn Officers 
Address 
1 L. J. Cunningham Box 22 
2 A. G. Mccarroll 
3. w. J. Ahern 
4 Sam Grasmick 
Hay Springs 
Cody 
Box 361 
Ainsworth 
Box 306 
Qi Neill 
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Apprentice Laborer 
~:Ttdlled Ia bvI'er 
Apprentic~ Laborer 
Leader J Predator 
Cont1"'ol 
Supervisor 
Si 0Pl10 >) Clerk 
Supt.c :B'orestry Crew 
App~entice Laborer 
A?p~entice Laborer 
App~cntice Laborer 
ApprGn·!iice V1borer 
Supt,, .Arbor L0dge 
Supto Chadron Park 
Foreman 
Apprentice Laborer 
Supt. Niobrara Park 
Apprentice Laborer 
Supt. Ponca Park 
Supt& Stolley Park 
Supt~ Victoria Springs 
Caretaker 
Caretaker 
Caretaker 
Caretaker 
Caretaker 
Supt. Const. Crew 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Field Engineer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
App~entice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Sk LJ.led Ia borer 
S~dlled La borer 
Skilled Laborer 
Skilled laborer 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Counties 
Sioux 
Dawes 
Box Butte 
Sheridan--West half 
Sheridan--East half 
Cherry 
Keya Paha 
Brown 
Rock 
Boyd 
Hol"t 
Knox 
~ 
"' 
5 Ralph Von Dane Box 141 Cedar 
Hartingtori Dixon 
Dakota 
Wayne 
6 George Weidman 1520 M Scotts Bluff 
Gering Banner 
Kimball 
Morrill--West half 
Cheyenne--West balf 
7 Ed Cassell Bridgeport Morrill--East half 
Cheyenne--East half 
Jardan 
Deuel 
8 Loron Bunney Box 675 Grant 
Ogallala Arthur 
Keith 
P.erkins 
9 Lee Jenson McCabe Hotel McPherson 
North Platte Logan 
Lincoln 
10 Roe Meyer Box 802 Hooker 
Sargent 1'homas 
Blaine 
Loup 
Garfield 
Yalley 
0uster--North half 
11 M. L. Burney Box 143 Wheeler 
Neligh Greeley 
Boone 
Antelope 
fierce 
12 Robert Benson 1007 Nebraska Ave. Madison 
Norfolk Stanton 
Cuming 
?hurston 
Burt 
1.3 H. Burtnan Guyer Box 83, 1212 N. Wash. Custer--South half 
Lexington Dawson 
Buffalo 
14 Art Edmunds Box 388 Sherman 
Grand Is land Howard 
Hall 
15 c. w. Shaffer Box 202 Platte 
Columbus Nance 
Merrick 
Polk 
Hamilton 
16 Vernon Woodgate 946 East Military Colfax 
Fremont Dodge 
Butler 
Saunders 
Lancaster--North half 
17 Richard Wolkow 2586 Ida Street Washington 
Douglas 
Sai-·py 
Cass 
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18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
H. tee Bowers Benkelman Chase 
Hayes 
Dundy 
Hitchcock 
William G. Schultz 1109 F.ast Second 
McCook 
Frontier 
Gosper 
James E ~ Scott 
Ed Bosak 
Roy Owen 
Box 315 
Minden 
Fair:t'ield 
Box 288 
Crete 
Red Willow 
Furnas 
Phelps 
Kearney 
Harlan 
Franklin 
' AdaIIlS 
Clay 
Webster 
Nuckolls 
York 
Seward 
Fillmore 
Saline 
Thayer 
Jefferson 
Bernard Patton Apt. 13, 535 So.·22 
Lincoln 
Lance ster--·Bouth half 
Otoe 
Gage 
Johnson 
Nemaha 
Pawnee 
Richardson 
NEBRASKA RADIO STATIONS 
carrying 
Game Commission Broadcast 
KBRL -- McCook, Nebraska 
KFGT -- Fremont, Nebraska 
KFOR -- Lincoln, Nebraska 
KGFW -- Kea_rney, Nebraska 
KJSK -- Columbus, Nebraska 
KMMJ -- Grand Island, Nebraska 
KODY -- North Platte, Nebraska 
KOLT -- Scottsbluff, Nebraska 
WJAG -- Norfolk, Nebraska 
WOW -- Oma ha, Ne bra ska 
KCNI -- Broken Bow, Nebraska 
KCOW -- Alliance, Nebraska 
KXXX -- Colby, Kansas 
KBON -- Omaha, Nebraska 
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9100 A.M. -- Saturday 
9:30 P.M. -- Monday 
5sl5 P.M. -- Saturday 
11:00 A.M. -- Saturday 
5t00 P.M. -- S~turday 
l0t45 A.M. -- Saturday 
8:45 P.M. -- Monday 
3t45 P.M. -- Tuesday 
9:15 A~M. -- Sunday 
10:45 P.M. -- Saturday 
llsOO A.M. -- Saturday 
7:15 P.M. -- Monday 
8:30 A.M~ -- Sunday 
No definite time--twioe 
a week as sports fill 
1950 PERMITS ISSUED BY COUNTIES 
(The 1950 records are not complete be~ause a small percentage of the permit 
accounts have not made their final rerr.ittance for 1950 as yet 0 ) 
Resid~mt Res~_dent Resident. Non'!""resident Non-resident 10-Day 
County Fish Hu .. 1t Hunt & lt'ish Hunt Fish Fish 
$1,l50 $lo50 $2050 $3000 
I Adams 15853 2,499 1,501 127 2 28 
Antelope 974 3:;825 ?77 2 22 
Arthur 98 :;1 65 11 
Banner 23 15 40 
Blaine 160 38 184 3 
Boone 516 775 530 12 
Box Butte 526 567 1,417 16 7 47 
Boyd 408 133 232 5 11 
Brown 726 .356 690 8 62 
Buffalo 2,416 2,110 2,746 107 1 37 
Burt 653 727 658 6 
Butler 752 634 954 1 6 
Cass 1,067 1,194 l,l:L9 8 11 
Cedar .317 1,.342 474 69 1 
Chase 608 683 866 34 18 74 
Cherry 904. 250 931 4 37 67 
Cheyenne 2,288 670 1,1?6 55 35 84 
Clay 389 856 858 62 1 1 
Colfax '756 941 965 27 4 
Cuming 734 797 960 25 1 9 
Custer 1,244 1,467 l,9J..8 92 4 19 
Dekota 401 11091 4'., 104 12 20 b..L 
Dawes 1,431 4?6 1~028 4 15 58 
Dawson 2i459 1}959 2,269 93 100 175 
Deuel 558 161 430 22 87 169 
Dixon 185 548 325 18 
Dodge 2,626 2,030 2,246 21 1 46 
Douglas 16,882 15,956 10,456 189 10 28 
Dundy 453 363 489 71 331 622 
Fillmore 548 1,035 916 59 1 8 
Franklin 459 711 655 68 1 17 
Frontier 441 346 560 19 4 41 
Furnas 904 1,005 1,130 92 15 101 
Gage 1,654 11 982 1,888 61 7 28 
Garden 804 245 584 34 47 272 
Garfield 286 317 378 9 4 
Gosper .366 124 316 3 19 147 
Grant 145 94 150 7 6 
Greeley 327 397 340 4 3 
Hall 2,965 2~592 2,110 69 2 43 
Hamilton 327 596 542 21 4 
Harlan 511 550 ?':;..) 64 16 32 
Hayes 98 134 137 4 3 
Hitchcock 472 481 627 21 34 76 
Hooker 123 45 155 2 1 8 
Holt 1,638 658 1))558 22 . 5 31 
Howard 534 409 625 5 1 5 
Jefferson 1,089 1,166 1 056 47 8 20 ' ., Johnson 436 605 681 3 1 
Kearney 267 722 495 51 15 
Keith 2,222 456 429 24 309 2,325 
Keys·Paha 128 42 87 7 1 8 
Kimball 584 192 308 17 88 25 
Knox 802 875 933 21 6 
Lancaster 7,720 6,954 10;147 33 10 16 
L3_ncoln 3,777 2,361 3,203 98 12 280 
Logan 38 71 89 
1':Y;.p 51 36 106 l 3 
McPherson 42 18 60 
Madison i,n62 1,.4.63 2,0~~ 24 2 12 
Merrick 620 698 990 25 20 
Mo't'rill 932 622 700 58 8 45 
Nance 404 384 536 9 1 8 
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~ ,..., 
Resident Resident Resident Hon-resident Non-resident 10"'."Day 
County Fish Hunt Hunt & Fish Hunt Fish Fish 
$1.50 $1.50 $2.50 $3.00 
Nemaha 493 744 642 28 2 4 
Nuckolls 459 853 587 97 3 10 
Otoe 886 1,313 922 46 3 2 
Pawnee 448 373 536 7 5 
Perkins 486 388 599 13 41 55 
Phelps 759 946 1,081 127 3 54 
Pierce 544 591 706 12 2 
Platte 1,407 1,238 1,800 28 1 15 
Polle 538 422 676 7 10 
Red Willow 1,099 1,222 1,212 79 31 130 
Richardson 1,160 1,248 1,292 40 33 8 
Rock 334 157 365 8 3 10 
Fa line 970 1,139 1,811 38 l 10 
Sarpy 360 518 422 4 
Saunders i,030 l,093 1,123 4 1 4 
Scotts Bluff 3,933 2,775 2,723 89 69 145 
f eward 906 960 1,132 18 6 
Sheridan 1,265 910 1,076 9 18 53 
Sherman 376 1.45 276 16 
-
6 
Sioux 138 39 108 14 14 20 
Stanton 346 274 436 2 6 
Thayer 508 978 845 14S 1 24 
Thomas 148 94 169 5 10 
Thurston 295 330 242 6 1 
Valley 565 413 696 14 29 
Washington 440 727 627 18 
--Wayne 355 724 413 16 
Webster 324 299 480 49 13 9 
Wheeler 117 37 118 10 
York 847 968 1,026 58 1 s 
Out of State 10 38 13 295 453 236 
Totals 9'7,529 93,146 96,147 3,441 1,961 6,112 
- - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ 
PHEASANT STOCKING -- 1950 
Following is list of the numbers of pheasants released in each county for 1950, 
including spring release of breeder pheasants (99?), 
game farm (9702). 
booster units (6,562) and 
~iz ,No. 
Antelope 4,140 
Arthur 38 
Box Butte 2,797 
Boyd 220 
Brown 1,008 
Cherry 231 
Cheyenne 1,945 
Dawes 683 
Frontier 49 
Holt 2,101 
Keith 471 
Kimball 801 
Knox 1,506 
Madison 22 
Lincoln 597 
Perkins 116 
Rock 490 
Sheridan 30 
Thomas 16 
Total 17,261 
1950 
STOCKING TOTALS BY COUNTIES 
COUNTY WARM COLD TOTAL 
ADAMS 4800 4800 
ANTELOPE 5300 17360 22660 
ARTHUR 
BANNER 
2LAINE 12162 12162 
BOO KE 9530 9530 
BOX BUTTE 7760 1500 9260 
BOYD 24080 24080 
BROWN 32006 3800 35806 
BUFFALO 82070 82070 
BURT 1050 1050 
BUTL:RR 19454 19454 
CASS 17679 1500 19179 
CPDAR 5776 5776 
CHASE 2342·15 234245 
CHERRY 83264 3700 86964 
CHEYEJ\TNE 2800 2800 
CLAY 
COLFAX 6514 6514 
CUI:TIWG 3550 3550 
CUST~R 59360 1200 60560 
DAKOTA 16320 16320 
DAWES . 12361 85800 98161 
DAWSON 75113 75113 
DEUEL 
DIXON 750 750 
DODGE 19492 3000 22492 
DOUGLAS 20365 20365 
DUNDY 30760 8100 38860 
FILL:.TORE 1900 1900 
FRAr,-KLIN 2750 2750 
FRONTIER 10290 10290 
FURNAS 1800 1800 
GAG:R 9450 9450 
GARDEN 600 1000 1600 
GARFI-r.:LD 2000 2000 
GOSP"RR 47946 47946 
GRP"NT 61500 61500 
GR-r::RLEY 
HALL 7033 7033 
HAMILTON 400 400 
HARLAJ\i 500 500 
HATIS 20160 300 20460 
HITCHCOCK 14000 14000 
BOLT 66790 10450 77240 
HOOKER 7350 7350 
CIQi.if"RD 6261 6261 
JEFF~'.RSON 5300 5300 
JOHNSON 1300 1300 
KEknNEY 3405 3405 
KEITH 12231.S 77350 199668 
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COUNTY 
KEYA PAHA 
KIMBALL 
KNOX 
LANCAST'ER 
LINCOLN 
LOGAN 
r,,QUP 
~ PH~RSON 
~/IADISON 
r1IBRRICK 
MORRILI1 
NANC~ 
NF.~,1AHA 
NUCKOLLS 
OTQ-q; 
PAWN~E 
PFRKINS 
PHELPS 
PI"'."i:RCE 
PLATTR 
POLK 
RED WILLOW 
RICHAHDSON 
ROCK 
SALil\fE 
SARPY 
SAUNDERS 
SCOTTS BLUFF 
SEWARD 
SHERIDAN 
SHERlVI.i\N 
SIOUX 
STANTON 
THAYER 
THOMAS 
THURSTON 
VALL"P'Y 
WASHINGTON 
VIAYNE 
WEBST~R 
WHE~LF.R 
YORK 
STAT~ TOTALS 
FISB THAD-SD TO MINNF.SOTA 
GRAND TOTP.L FISH STOCK:SD 
Page 2 
WARM 
8600 
2E359 
3069 
28966 
102371 
3350 
27350 
3356 
7638 
3492 
32SO 
4300 
2650 
13802 
17711 
800 
8865 
3736 
800 
11500 
2804 
26?5 
193281 
10606 
36289 
7968 
8544 
3100 
1350 
13500 
800 
7100 
lE10 
64EIO 
11560 
13200 
1,780,986 
COLD 
2500 
500 
2423 
3600 
500 
13339 
38800 
18250 
1800 
1300 
298, 072 
TOTAL 
8600 
28859 
3569 
28966 
104794 
3350 
27350 
3356 
11238 
3492 
3250 
4300 
2650 
13802 
17711 
800 
9365 
3736 
800 
11500 
2804 
2675 
206620 
10606 
75089 
7968 
26794 
3100 
1350 
13500 
800 
7100 
150 
8280 
12860 
13200 
2,079,058 
10,928 
2,089,986 
* 171,200 Trout from Crawford Hatchery'stocked in Nebr. 
·:~·::- 49, 264 Federal Applications filled with state fish. 
83,300 State & Federal Fish stocked for Fishing Contests. 
37,528 Federal Fish Stocked on Federal Applications. 
35,270# Carp stocked. 
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